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Herbie Miller, Veteran Troupe,
To Play For Junior-Senior Prom
Commoners'
'42 Capers In
Convocation
Program Will Feature
Presentation Of
Sweetheart

ROSE BAMPTON
•
•
•

Rose Bampton Will
Sing Her^Tonight

The Commoners' fraternity
presented the convocation
program this morning at 10
a. m., featuring a laugh-riot
called "The Commoner Capers of 1942."
The main feature of the
program was the presentation of the Commoners' Sweetheart
of 1942. The choice and presentation of the Commoners' Sweetheart is a tradition of the fraternity. •

Student Group*
May Use Lounge
In Neat Now
TlMr* is a new plan afoot
for tho alack hour* at tho
Falcon's Nut.
Dr. Frank J. Prout announced that tho student
confaronco room in tho Natt
will ho available to orvanisatlons who wish to hold
activities from 4:30 to 7:30
p. SB. This naw plan Is an
effort to utilise the facilities of the Nest to the fullest extent.
The north wing of the
student union building; has a
capacity of 50 or more persons.
Banquets or largo
meetings may be scheduled
by appointment. As yet. the
plan is a trial procedure and
will be available only twice
a week. If it proves successful, it will be extended further.

Original script and song lyrics
for the program were written and
composed by Hugh Nott, Dave
Kroft, and Max Hanke. Dick
Jaynes had charge of the staging
of the play.
For the past two years the
have won the plaque,
Rose Bampton, famed dramatic soprano of the Metro- Commoners'
by the Student Council
politan Opera Company, will present a concert in the Audi- awarded
for the best convocation program
torium tonight at 8:15.
by any group on the campus.
Miss Bampton comes to Bowling Green this evening They will be given permanent Jordan, Thomas, And
with the reputation of being one of the greatest American possession if they win the award
Georgenson Win
singers. Born in Cleveland, Miss Bampton spent the early this year.
Appointments
•years of her life in Buffalo. It The convocation program today
^■■■— was at the Curtis Institute of Mu- was the first in a series of prosic in Philadelphia, where for five grams sponsored by various camElection results from the Cenyears she was a scholarship pupil, pus organizations.
tral Committee meetings Friday
that she studied voice and reperplaced Martha Jordan on the Stutoire.
dent Council, Eugene Thomas and
Miss Bampton is a tall, lovely,
Allen Georgenson on the Social
statuesque and graceful girl who
Committee.
radiates youth and good spirit*,
The vacancies were left by Ed
and shares with everyone a genuChristian of the Student Council,
ine enjoyment of the typical and
Jack Spencer and Ervin Morrison
The news of the week was cli- healthful American sports and
of the Social Committee. Chrismaxed by the words of Prime pastimes.
Waldo Egbert has been appointMinister Winston Churchill as he
After her first public success ed stage manager for the Univer- tian withdrew from school; Spencer resigned his position, and
broadcast to the world the confir- in the summer of 1929, Miss Bampmation of the fall of Singapore. ton made rapid progress up the sity Players' production of "Dou- Morrison entered the Army Air
ble
Door"
on
March
11,
12
and
Corps, leaving vacancies which
"We arc no longer alone. With ladder of prominence. No sooner
the United States in the war we waV she a success in grand opera, 13. His assistants are Mary Hel- necessitated an immediate election
en
Jaynes
and
Janet
Jacobs.
to fill the positions on the two
are in a better position now than than she was besieged with ofPhil Miles is technical director. governing bodies of the Univerwe were a year ago."
fers to appear in concert and oraMiles
is
replacing
Neuman
Mahla,
sity.
Thui, •• the British war leader torio performances. It was on her
Martha Jordan who is a junior in
■ polt* in the defense of kis gov- 28rd birthday, Nov. 28, 1932, that who has taken a defense job in
Cleveland.
Miles
helped
construct
the College of Education, is a memernment the war as far as the she made her Metropolitan Opera
sets-for
shows
at
the
New
York
ber of the Skol sorority.
United Nations were concerned debut in "La Gioconda," and
Worlds' Fair, and he has directed
took still a darker hue. The Jap- scored a tremendous success.
She was elected from the dehis
own
puppet
show,
Roger
This great soprano, with her
anese, hardly waiting to receive
partmental group and will serve
Wheeler
and
David
Thompson
will
vocal
artistry,
completely
captivatthe surrender of the far eastern
the remainder of the academic
bastion began at once to consoli- ed Europe on her first European handle the lights. Lois' Mills will year.
be
in
charge
of
the
costumes
opera
and
concert
tour
three
years
date their gains and press on in
Eugene Thomas is a sophomore
their efforts to dominate the ago. She was made official "ar- which are of 1910 design. Mari- in the College of Education, and
an
Baron
will
direct
the
property
tist"
representative
of
the
Englishsouthern Pacific before substanis head of the intramural sports
tial aid would come to the be- »peakfiig Union to London, where department; Carl Lewis will be department. He was elected from
leaguered defenders.
»h* "ored »" immediate success building carpenter, and Jack Wil- the men's group and his term of
I with the members of the court, as helm will be the business manoffice expires at the close of the
Their
first
drive
was directed, well
ager.
.
,
—.
,
»' 'II as
*»B with
nibll the
HtC millions
INIIIHilin throughLiiiiii n
toward the Dutch possession, of|out the BritUh It.,es
The next
The set will be the interior of semester.
Sumatra and Java. An airborn I year she made an inde,ible im. a house built and furnished in
Allen Georgenson is a sophoinvasion was successfully repelled pression on audiences in central 1860. Miss Lucille Wilkinson, art more in the College of Education.
by the Dutch defenders but latest Europe. She also was the first instructor; Prof. Elden T. Smith, He was elected from the general
reports state that landings have artist to go to South Africa under director of the University The- group, and his term of office will
been made on the oil-rich islands. the auspices of the new Commu- atre, and Phil Miles will work to- also expire at the close of this
In the Philippines the Japs are nity Concerts Series. Needless to gether on designing the set.
semester.
massing men and material for an say, her trip was a huge success.
all-out endeavor to silence the reRose Bampton has many times
sistance of M:\cArthur and his come to the aid of sick colleagues.
forces.
On occasions she has made long
The U. S. Navy made repeated airplane hops to keep an extra
raids on Japanese strongholds in engagement, nas learned a role in
the far Pacific, causing severe an entire opera in a short while,
damage to ships, airplanes and and has even presented a comno laughing matter" Kroft.
harbor facilities. These attacks, plete concert.
Attention all you basketball
"Big Bob" Morgan will head
directed mostly at the Marshall
Highlights of her concert activi- lovers! The game you've been
and Gilbert Islands, are intended ties embrace engagements with waiting for will be played in the the Debaters followed both afto destroy bases th»t the enemy Toscanini and the New York Phil Men's Gym, at 3 p. m. Saturday. firmatively and negatively by
might use in raiding U. S. con- harmonic Orchestra; five concerts Who's playing? Why, it's those Carl "The Great" Bartch, Larry
voys going to Australia. By of- with Stowski and the Philadel- Black and Blue Flashes of the "Some call me a radical" Kuhl,
ficial tabulations these raids bring phia Orchestra, as well as appear- Bee Gee News versus the Ora- George "Why don't I get more
the total of Japanese skips de- ances with the leading symphony torical Wizards, representing the sleep" Yerby, and Lee "Can be
stroyed to 72 or an average of orchestras in Chicago, Detroit, Debate Team. Honestly, readers. in the next play" Meisle.
Don't miss this cage carousal,
about one-a-day since hostilities Cleveland, San Francisco, Minne- Father Naismith himself would
apolis, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Den- be proud to witness such a clash friends, and as a special added
began.
attraction, there'll be no admisOn the home front, new indica- ver, Los Angeles, Portland and on the courts.
sion charge!
Seattle.
(Continued on page 2)
The w h 9,1 e mess (pardon
please) controversy, started some
weeks ago when Bob Morgan, de- Scholarship Offered
bate mentor, barged into the News
For Horsemanship Here
Office Holy of Holies.
"We're
BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"—There has never been challenging you pen-pushers to a Bowling Green State Univera time when one could safely say that life was not complex." fight - to - the - finish basketball sity, last week, became the first
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"We like the way the student game," boomed Robert, so the American college to offer a scholchallenge was accepted then and arship for horseback riding.
lounge at the Nest has been expanded."
DAVE KROFT IN "MOURNING MALE"—"A neckerchief Is not there after a threatening rebut- The award, created by Boots
tol by Editor Dick Dunipace.
and Saddle Club and H. G. Hedthe head of a sorority."
v
Now for a glance at the talent den of the Hedden School of RidEDITORIAL COMMENT—"An editorial challenge to the stu- that
will be displayed. Represent- ing, provides for university fees
dents of Bowling Green State University."
ing the News will be Richard and riding lessons for nine
"They used to call me Gerber" months. The winner of a riding
Dunipace, Hugh "I'll carry the contest to be staged here May 2,
water bucket" Nott, "Stu, I'll help for high school senior girls, will
Rose Bampton sings here tonight.
Hugh" O'Hara, Robert "Lockse- be the recipient, provided she
Herbie Miller plays for Jr-Sr Prom.
lius" Sealock, Bob "Point a min- ranks in the npper third of her
Technical crews announced for "Double Door."
ute" Berardi, Don "I'll murder class.
Prout announces replacement of Policies Commission.
the bums" Cunningham, Max
Contestants will be judged
Commoners' Capers to be presented in convocation this "There must be a profit" Hanke, upon their ability to walk, trot,
morning.
Bud "You tell me, I'll advertise and canter horses from the Hedit" Stirxaker, and Dave "This is den stables.
Wooster mermen will swim here Friday.

Famed Dramatic Soprano Hailed
As One Of America's
Great Singers

A Digest Of
The Week's
News

Students Chosen
To Fill Vacancies
In Government

Egbert Appointed
As Stage Manager
For 'Double Door'

t

Maybe You'll Miss This
Game, You Lucky Reader

What They Are Saying...

In Today's News...

Dr. F. J. Prout Annual Junior-Sponsored Hop
Discloses New Features One Dollar Ducats
Advisory Plan Decoration Motif Planned To Create Ballroom
Old Policies Commission
Replaced By New
Advisors
Replacement of the Policies
Commission by a Faculty Advisory Council was announced
today by Dr. Frank J. Prout,
president of Bowling: Green
State University.
He appointed as members
of the new council Dr. S. H.
Lowrie, professor of sociology;
Dr. Albert M. Hayes, assistant
professor of English, and Miss
Grace Wills, assistant professor
of industrial arts.
This group also will substitute
for the Advisory Committee named
by Dr. Prout three years ago.
"I hope that this new arrangement will produce even a greater
degree of cooperation between the
faculty and . administration in
handling the serious problems that
lie before us," Dr. Prout commented.
In making the change, Dr. Prout
accepted in full the recommendations of the 17-member Policies
Commission;
1. The Policies Commission voted to recommend to Dr .Prout
that the name of the commission
be changed to that of Faculty
Advisory Council.
2. It voted to recommend to
the president that an Advisory
Committee of from three to five
be appointed by the president
from the elected membership of
the council.
3. It voted to recommend to the
president that the president of
the university be the presiding officer.
4. It voted to recommend to the
president that there be a consideration of the problem of a more
representative selection of members for the council, possibly by
the addition of another "field"
grouping in nominating.
5. It voted to recommend that
the facuty be informed of the
following: The faculty will obviously go to the administration
with their problems, but if individuals feel that there are special
problems to be studied, they may
submit them to the secretary of
the council in writing.
The Policies Commission wa
created Jan. 20, 1938, by executive
proclamation of the late Dr. R.
E. Offenhaucr when he was president of the University.

Y.W. To Sponsor
Dance Instruction
How about it, you non-dancers?
Are you willing to try your luck
an hour each week under the instruction of the sYWCA dancing
classes?
If you've been a bit
bashful about coming out for the
nickleodeons and other campus
dances because of that non-toolight-on-your-feet complex, there
is no better time than the present to learn the latest in ballroom procedure.
The second group, meeting
under the instruction of Helen
Sturgeon, will be held on Tuesday from 4 to 5 p. m. in the Rec
Hall.
Her committee of assistants consists of Lucille Jump,
Ruth Calland, Eleanor Hogan, Janet Gladfelter, Cecilia Rohrs, Martha Jordan, Joan Coulon, Virginia
Fledderjohann, Betty Kemp and
Constance Fischer, with Margaret
Wilson as president.
Besides the regular Tuesday
classes, Thursday afternoons are
open at the same hour for those
students and faculty members
who might enjoy a 'brief period
of relaxation set to music.

H.M.S. Pinafore Cast
Is Not Yet Completed
Definite decisions on the parts
for "H. M. S. Pinafore" have not
been decided yet. Prof. M. C. McEwen and Prof. Elden T. Smith
have announced.
Try-outs were held Tuesday,
Feb. 10.
"But," said Professor
McEwen, "it was a close race, and
we must have another try-out before we can be sure of anything."

Atmosphere For Dances; President Jaynes
Names Numerous Committees
The Junior-Senior Prom, from all advance notices,
should be the finest in years—with that ace trumpet man,
Herbie Miller, and his orchestra providing the music. Dancing will be in the Recreation Hall from 9 to 12, according to
junior class President Dick Jaynes, and a novel decoration
scheme is promised.
—• The dance is formal and open
♦
to all juniors and seniors on the

Prom Maestro

HERBIE MILLER

Research Branch
To Be Located

campus. All men now in the
armed forces, if they would have
been juniors or seniors this year,
are also invited to attend. Owing
to the reduced price that is being
paid for the orchestra, tickets will
be sold for $1.10, tax included.
Tickets will be on sale Wednesday through Friday from 3-4:30
in the Well of the Administration
Building.
Herbie Miller's orchestra, which
includes a variety of versatile entertainers, promises to help make
the dance a real success. The Miller organisation is unique in that
it is made up of former big time
musicians who have decided to
continue their education at the
University of Michigan. While in
Ann Arbor, the band plays at the
University Student Union.
President Dick Jaynes announced the following list of committees for the dance: Decorations, Georgia Weisler, chairman;
Joan Norsworthy, Bill Fisher,
Stuart O'Hara, Grace Pietschman,
Dwight Cross and Marietta Kershner.
Tickets, Joe Clague, chairman;
refreshments, Mary Elizabeth
Beattle, chairman; Doris Peat.
June Wasserman, Esther Burner,
i Ruth Wilson and Nova Groll. Pro-

Here In Spring:«•'•«""•

Max Hanke

. chairman; ar-

' rangements, Don Cunningham,
chairman; invitations, Don HenA branch of the State Bureau drlcks, chairman; band, Dick
of Juvenile Research will be es- Jaynes, chairman.
tablished here this spring, President Frank J. Prout announced
recently.
A full-time psychiatrist will examine children with behavior,
personality and emotional difficulMiss Helen Henderson, of the
ties and those who mental devel- home economics department, will
opment should be known for address the YMCA Thursday, Feb.
placement in school or commu- '.:•',, at 7 p. m. in Room 300A.
nity.
The title of Miss Henderson's
Cases will be rcferreil to the address will be "Styles in Men's
psychiatrist by juvenile courts, Clothing." She will touch on vaschools, public assistance agen- rious topics in reference to clothcies, health departments, social ing style, new colors and mateagencies, children's homes, child rials, combinations, and prices.
welfare services and parents
Robert Berardi was the feature
throughout Northwestern Ohio.
attraction of the "Y" splash and
. "We hope the facilities of our feed party held in the Natatorium
centers may be used by all de- and Men's Gymnasium, Thursday,
partments of the universities in- when he presented several acvolved in the training of students cordion arrangements.
President Jim Ludwick spoke
interested in child welfare and
education," Dr. C. II. Calhoon, ex- before the Findlay College YMCA
ecutive psychologist at the state Tuesday on "YMCA Organizaheadquarters in Columbus, said. tion."

Henderson Will
Address Y.M.C.A.

Jim Platt Wins Chance As
Commercial Articulator
Two years ago Jim Platt was a
graduate assistant in speech at
Bowling Green State University.
Now he is training to become
the sixth commercial articulator
in the United States.
He'll join two men in New
York, two in Chicago, and one in
Hollywood, who make a living for
producing unusual sound effects
through use of their reverbexatory
chambers.
They produce unusual effects
such as the commercial radio announcement with a fog horn saying "Beeee Ooooo," on auto horn
saying "Better Buy Buicks," and
the steam engine talking in Walt
Disney's movie "Dumbo."
In a letter to Prof. Upton Palmer, Mr. Platt described how Harold Bell Wright's son originated
the articulation plan:
"Several years ago Mr. Wright
was going through that terrible
procedure of shaving. He was
drawing his razor along the base
of his throat and had his mouth
open. Much to his surprise, the
sound of his razor cutting the
whiskers came from his mouth.

He purchased a tuning fork, struck
it, and held it next to his throat,
holding his mouth open. The
sound came from his mouth after
he adjusted it to the proper size
for maximum resonance.
"He explained these things to
an inventor friend, who constructed two small instruments, much
like loud speakers, to be held one
on each side and to the front of
the throat. These were connected to a play-back outfit. When
music or sound effects were
played, these small throat units
vibrated, thus sending the sound
through the mouth where it could
be articulated.
"Only certain people are able
to become articulators because of
the construction of their reverberatory chambers.
I happened
by chance to visit the Chicago office and was asked to audition
for articulation work. To train,
one must practice and practice.
This is done with recorded music,
sound effects, and pure tones to
develop a feeling for the formulation of the correct cavity for a
particular tone. Timing also
plays a great part."
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Do We Have Genuine Student
Government At Bowling Green?
This is more than the usual editorial—this is a challenge to every
Bowling Green student; first of
all, a challenge to read these words
thoroughly and carefully, secondly, a challenge to appreciate the
meaning of this .editorial though
its subject matter may seem dry
and particularly unappealing. The
writer recognizes the fact that the
editorials are probably the least
read sections of the paper, and also
recognizes that this discussion topic
has been proven to be highly uninteresting to the average student.
The question at hand is Student Government, or if you prefer the truth, the
lack of Student Government on the
Bowling Green campus.
The controversy comes to light at this particular
time, not that a rational discussion
wouldn't have been timely on previous
occasions,
but
simply
because
the
wheels-within-wheels as set up by the
magnificently
incomplete
University
Students Association constitution are
beginning to creak once again as vacancies are being filled in the present
governing bodies.
The intentions of this editorial are
not to tear down the present system of
student government, although it would
be easy to present a mighty convincing
brief of the evils and discords of its
workings after observing the same
since its instigation two years ago.
Neither are we going to advocate a
new or ideal plan in its place.
However, it is our purpose to outline the
election plan as it is incorporated in
the constitution in order that there may
be a mutual understanding of the endeavors of "scheming campus politicos"
and "clicking cliques" as this and that
vacancy is filled on either the Social
Committee or Student Council.
To say that this condition has been
common only to the 1941-42 school
year is a masterpiece of understatement.
It has existed since the birth
of the constitution.
As proof, we offer the fact that when the constitution
was offered for ratification only half
of the qualified students indicated a
preference and although the measure

By HUGH NOTT
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Hugh Nott

nott much
FWWKij:
OcACUSTK) FB3M T* IMVEBSTtY CF MICHIGAN AT T« A££
OF 93/ AT 21 HE WA9 WITHIN
A FW WEEKS OF RKEMN6 W9
DEGREE WHEN HE ENLISTED IN
THE CIV1L.WAR. HE WAS PRESENTED WITH HI? 5HEEPJKIN
72 YEARS LATER/

We further observe at this point that
the government will be a tool of the organizations as the percentage of members elected directly to the governing
bodies from the association is of no
concern.
So it was that each organization, be it a 5-rrmn honorary group
that had but one meeting a year ana
had gained recognition only because of
a vicious fad, was to have the same
power in its delegate to the central
committee as the largest and most progressive organization on the campus.
With these factors to aid and abide
mismanaged government it is no wonder that the interest in such a vital
problem is at its present low ebb. Can
education eradicate these evils?—R.I).

Jwfe

N

3*

\'

AT ARMOUR TECH (CHICAGO) ALL FRESHMEN REFUSING TO WEAR GREEN CAPS
ARE STEIPPED OF THEIR PANTS AND
REQUIRED TO WALK N SUCH A STATE
TO ALL CLASSES DURING MMT/

« >

Do You Rate ThelNest
Bluebook Of Personality?

One At A Time

and way of life. We remembered the Alamo,
One of the funniest and most
we remembered the Maine, we will remember
embarrassing things that ever
Pearl Harbor—but we must not forget Con- happened to him occurred last
cord Bridge and Valley Forge.
summer when Ed was swimming
at
Geauga
Lake
Park.
Some
friends kept mctioning for him
Associate Editors
Dave Kroft, Bob Sealock to come out of the pool, but not
Sports Editor
_
Don Cunningham Ed! No, he kept on diving and
Society Editor
Martha Walrath
splashing around until finally a
Copy Editor
Staurt O'Hara
Columnists
Jo True, Betty Toy cool breeze came up, and he beArtists
Jack Wilhelm came aware of this huge hole in
the back of his suit.
(He threw
News Reporters—
Frank AleiSDdfr
llrac,. lMi'lat'huiaii
the suit away.)
Marianne Hell
■'•I Srhwrllwr
Bob lliranll
Ed is not easily bothered by
Robert Spisk
Walter Hull
James Sullivan
anything except halitosis, girls
Mar.vvunnc Clark
Mary Jean Thatcher
Huth llarillni
Bill Davenport
who try to look masculine, and
Mai llinu
Dur.ilhy Wiilf
snobs. His favorites are Fred
Ann Keen
Boh llnnn
llm'lah Knaijri
I'uvert McLaughlin
Waring, anything in the way of
Lola Maylh-Tii
good food, and people who are
Advertising Manager
Clayton Stiriaker
Assistants
Gene Skora, Bob Berry able to come right back at him
when he kids (of which he does
Ad Solicitors—
quite a bit and is always afraid
MaryTODDV Clark
Janet lloltmrycr
Mary l..ni bvlaler
of being taken wrong).
Ann Koch
H'Mv GootU'Duuirli
Marilyn Traver
He and Arlene Neidhardt, a seCirculation Manager
Eugene Skora
Assistants—Don Slusser, Al Harmon, Dale nior lass, are "planning" for the
trip to the altar next spring.
McOmber
Secretory
Pauline Aeschliman They've gone together since freshman days and Ed states that he's
The opinion, expressed la the signed never yet stepped out on her,
columni of thia paper are those of (ho coUna- which is a mighty large statement,
alata themselves, anal do not reflect tho policy as moat Bowling Green students
ef thia paper.
know.

We
"k*the w»ythe
student lounge at the
Nest has been expanded .. . giving the students a place to play
bridge and parches!
(whatever that ia),
and making it a real
student lounge . . . it'a
also a swell place for
winter picnics, as Bob
Bertsch, Gus Gfisetti,
and Stan Yoder can
testify . . . these three lads, accompanied by
an amazing amount of food and a parade of
hungry followers, took over a corner of the
lounge one night last week, and pitched the
picnic supreme . . . cakes, pies, a mammoth
bunch of bananas, and a full gallon of milk
. . . after demanding a round of water, and
getting it, incidentally, from a round-eyed
waiter, Bertsch, Grisetti, and Yoder, with
Dick Franks completing the foursome, polished off the awesome banquet to the last
crumb midst thunderous applause from the
three or four thousand spectators.

DE-PANTS1NG-

Scientist* have definitely proved that the bumblebee
has not enough wing apace with
which to fly. However, the bumblebee doea not know this and
fliea anyway.
c >
Thanks to Roomie Don SI unsetand Arnie Corderman for the following:
To kiss a Miss is awfully simple,
By PAT SCHWEITZER
To miss a kiss is simply awful,
Kissing
breeds
disease
'tis
Let's talk about recreation for
stated,
awhile ... we hardly ever get
Kiss me, babe, I'm vaccinated! around to that subject, and it
< >
docs require a little thought.
"If
it's
funny First question: Where do we
enough to tell, it's been told, if spend most of our time?
Easy
it hain't been told, it'a too clean; answer: In the Falcon's Nest!
and if it'a dirty enough to interest Next question: What kind of peoa freshman, the editor geta kicked ple enter the Nest?
Complicated
out of school."
answer goes as follows:
< >
1. The general run of hangerA true music lover is a man outers . . . they arrive at 8 o'clock
who, upon hearing a soprano in in the morning, and appear peri'the bathroom, puts his ear to the odically through the day, lamentkeyhole.
ing the fact that they have to interrupt the sweet blira of companionship with classes. They dash
out at five after two for a 2
o'clock class and rush back in at
2:30 (being bored with the prof)
By JO TRUE
to finish the dance they started
before leaving. They receive
D'y'know Eddie Horvath, that
most of the phone calls . . . their
jolly little fellow with the twinkley
friends, or the guys they owe
eyes and curly hair?
Well he's
money to, know just where to call
been around the B. G. campus for
at any time of day or night. P.
lo, these many years (four, to be
S.—the card sharks are not inaccurate), and has become quite
cluded in this class.
a pillar.
2. Next, we have the shy little
In the immediate future E. G.'s
freshman who will not enter the
pluns are being
gruesome portals of the Nest
made for him by
without a date, because everyour Uncle of the
body seems to be staring a hole
Stars
and
right through them ... so they
Stripes. .He'll
don't bother with the
"hole"
probably be able
much, except on very special octo finish school
casions . . . such as after a liwith one more
brary date.
60 - day defer3. Now, the steadies who are
ment. Ed's real
seen anyplace on the campus TOchoice in the
GETHER.
They usually dash to
service is the air
the back booths to neck intercorps, but, in
ruptedly for an hour or two.
the present
4. There are very few who
emergency, he feels he should do
might be typed in this next class,
anything possible to aid.
so it deserves very little mention
After the Japs have been beat- . . . I mean, those three studious
en, Ed wants to get into person- guys who actually study to the
nel managements.
His major is strains of "She Don't Wanna."
marketing, which will, of course,
6. And lastly we come to those
greatly aid in this line of work.
creatures who "just hate this
Last year Ed was vice-president place," but come in on an averand is now president of the Com- age of four or five timea a day
moners' fraternity; for two years to complain about the service, the
he was assistant editor of the food, of which they buy practicalThis
YMCA directory, and in his soph- ly none, and the people.
omore year treasurer of the Y.
Last spring Ed won the annual
advertisement contest, put on by
"Criticism, Suggestion, and Advice."
The contest consisted of
an analysis of the technique of
advertising, and several Ohio colleges participated.

Did you hear the one about Prexy at the
swimming meet with Ohio Wemleyan? ... it
seems that Prexy inquired of one of the freeatylers if there were any Phi Delts on the
Wesleyan squad (Prexy being a Phi Delt
from Wesleyan himself) . . . the free-styler
replied, "Yeah, there's two—Say, just what
are you around here, anyway?" ... to which
Prexy mumbled. "Oh, I'm sort of a president," leaving the Bishop swimmer in a sort
*
of a cold sweat.
fTT'^pk—

€ >
dents were to be elected on this basis.
Fraternity man: "Do you owe
One from each of the central commitany back house rent?"
tees; two to be elected by the AssociaAnother fraternity many: "We
tion and one from the Student Council.
ain't got any back house.
We
have
modern plumbing."
An analysis of this data immediately

brings to the front the power of the
central committees and the complementary question of how the committees were to be chosen.
The constitution provides for this, thusly. Campus
organizations would be divided into
four groups according to the purpose
they served on the campus. They were
the General, Departmental, Men's and
Women's Committees.

By HUGH NOTT

MAJ. GEORGE

By DAVE KROFT

passed by a 6-1 ratio it is a matter of
First man: "How did you punccontention whether even five per cent
of the voting electorate understood the ture that tire?"
Second man: "I ran over a milk
issues.
So we see that the present
deluge of plural representation, un- bottle."
First man: "What's the matter,
guided consul and mismanagement are
didn't cha see it?"
more a matter of custom.
Second man: "Naw, the kid had
Starting from scratch we find that it under his coat.'
< »
the constitution creates a Student AsFir-it *uy: "I gave
sociation of which all students are
members.
Further, and this is what my firl a wonderful present last
we are interested, the Student Council night."
Second guy: "I gave mine a
and Social Committee are created as
wonderful past."
representative governing bodies of the
< >
Association.
The Student Council was
Judge: "Who was driving when
to be composed of 16 members, 13 stu- you collided with that car?"
dents and three faculty.
The student
Drunk (triumphantly): "None
representatives were to be chosen on of u».
We were all in the back
the following basis.
One from each scat."
class; one from among the graduate
« >
Roomy: "I'm forgetstudents and two from each of the four
central committees.
The Social Com- ting woman."
Mat*: "So am I. I'm for galmittee was to be composed of seven
faculty and seven students.
The stu- ling a couple •■ toon as possible."

Remember Pearl Harbor!
But Don't Forget Valley Forge
The students of Bowling Green State University will Join the rest of the nation Sunday in celebrating the birthday of George
Washington. Volumes have been written
about this man and his magnificent leadership of a young, proud country, in her struggle for independence. Since this time, there
have been many wars and many leadens, but
perhaps none havo been so great as Washington, our first leader.
However, the student of today, bound in a
mesh of conflicting emotions, Is likely to feel
that the father of our country belongs only
to the memory of the Thirteen Colonies and
Valley Forge. He is likely to feel that our
modern warriors—Colin Kelly, Douglas MacArthur—have eclipsed the heroic deeds of
the "embattled farmers."
This ia not true.
Today, more than ever, we must recognise
and pay homage to the men who gave us a
birthright so splendid that we willingly,
proudly fight and die for it.
Washington
was a leader, and a fine one, but he was
more than that.
He was representative of
that valiant legion of men whose names ring
through the pages of history like stern iron
bells—John Pual Jones, Robert Morris, Patrick Henry, Nathan Hale, and a host of
others.
True, these men are not greater than our
modern heroos, but neither are they less,
simply because they died more than a century
ago. In these days of treachery, deceit, and
the terrifying implications of modern warfare, we must not forget the handful of
Americans who believed sufficiently in the
future of their adopted motherland to first
give their lives in the cause of our freedom

Mourning
Male

■

At

Last!

True

The

Story

'Bout

George's Hatchet

—< >

By MARY JEAN THATCHER
At last, we have the truth about
the cherry tree that George Washington chopped down.
No, he
didn't tell a lie, but somebody
just forgot a few details.
It seems that the tree really
wasn't a cherry at all, but a
spreading chestnut. It also seems
that a host of termites had infested its stately branches. (They
will do it. Look at the walls of
the Falcon's Nest!)
The accident happened when
little George was out under the
tree doing K.P. duty on the potatoes, by request of his insistent
mater.
As he rounded the curve
on a big spud, his knife slipped
and well, that's how it happened.
The big old tree was in such
anemic condition that the slash
of George's knife sent it crushing to the ground. George wasn't
hurt, but pity the poor termites
that lost a happy home.
So you see, it wasn't a hatchet
that George used to chop down
the tree.
And it wasn't really
his fault that it happened.
How
did he know that the old tree had
bugs in it? Anyhow, it wouldn't
have happened if they hadn't
made him peel potatoes.

class is revolting, obnoxious, and
besides that, we don't like them.
Well, the Nest is a great place,
so they tell me, and places are
made by the people that inhabit
them. Are you one of those
unique souls, or might we class
you, too?

Announcements
For The Week
Symphony on Wax . . . The
record concert to be presented tomorrow night at 8 in 208P.A. will
include the "Don Giovanni Overture" by Moxart' and the choral
"9th Symphony" by Beethoven.
Varaiteers . . . There will be a
Varsity Club meeting tomorrow
at 7:30 in the Men's Gym.
Important.
Sigma Taua . . . Sigma Tau
Delta will not meet this week. The
next meeting will be held Wednesday, March 4, at the home of
Dr. McCain.

.

\**

Once upon a time there was a boy, not a
special kind of boy, but just a plain, ordinary American boy.
He was born in some
little town in the Midwest, and grew up
there. When he was six years old, he started
to go to school. Being a normal boy, he had
the usual number of fights and girls and
black eyes.
His parents didn't have a great
deal of money, but when the time came, they
all decided that he could go to an inexpensive
college, if he could earn part of his expenses.
Since it was less than 100 miles away, Bowling Green State University was chosen.
So
he came to Bowling Green. He liked Bowling
Green—he liked the students, the faculty, the
campus, and the town.
He liked the meagre
traditions surrounding the college—in fact
he fell in love with the place, as well as the
little dark-eyed girl he met at a freshman
mixed.
He soon became popular; he was
elected president of his class, and won his
numerals in football and swimming.
He got
grades, too, and was pledged to the best
fraternity. College life had just begun to be
everything for him, and he was very much
in love with life and everything, but most of
all, the girl. So he was drafted.
■

mere musings
By BOB SEALOCK

Y Book Paymrnt. . . . Payments
Life has always been complex.
There has
will be made for books sold to the never been a time when one could safely say
YMCA Bookstore Thursday from that
because we have
wants
they
are
9 to 4 in the check room of the not so hard to fulfill.
Many people have
Ad Building.
pointed at primitive man and said that all
Ye Barrymorea . . . Masque and he needed was to obtain food and shelter.
Mantle will meet at 5:30 tonight But this is not altogether true. For it was
in the Nest.
hard for him to do even this, because of his
Perhaps it
Catholics . . . The Newman Club lack of weapons and knowledge.
is sponsoring a party for all Catho- would be safe to aay that it was as hard for
him to get food as it
lic students this Thursday at 8
is for us to get a new
p.m.
A short business meeting
^^BWa! B^.
car even,- year.
will precede the party in room
201.
Everything is
relative, and we can not
Sharp.hooier. . . . The Universforget that because we
ity Rifle Club will meet Sunday
evening at 7 in the rifle room in
have access to more,
the basement of the Practical Arts
we
naturally
want
building.
All members should be
more. A person who
present for this meeting which
has existed without
will discuss the limitation of memcertain luxuries
will
bers.
never miss them, and
naturally never want
them. This is true,'
More To Digest
however, only in those cases where he does
(Continued from page 1)
not come into contact with them.
The old
t ions of the potentialities of United saying that what we don't know won't hurt
State's armed might came to the us can be changed so as to read that that
front. f More than seven million which we don't have, we'll never miss.
men were registered in the third
Most of our trouble is that man is never
draft registration, swelling to a satisfied.
He is always reaching outward
new total tho men in the pool and upward.
And in this attempt he has
available
for
military
service.
never rested, so that now he finds himself
Also, the new battleship Alabama
faced with certain obstacles, that while he is
was made ready for launching, no
less than nine months ahead of trying to overcome them, they might very
schedule. The Alabama, a 35,000- well destroy him.
The sob sisters will tell us that life has beton battle wagon was the fourth
The sociologists will
of her class and the sixth capital come more complex.
ship to be built under the navy's point to the increasing rate of insanity. And
expansion program.
the economist will show tables on the freFighting ia Libya was about quency and the depth of recent depressions.
the umi with the advancing Ger- This is all very true ss far as it goes, but it
man troops suffering from furi- seems to me that perhaps we look with no
oua counter-attacks by the Brit- more horror at a motorist intentionally runish.
Nothing
waa
forthcoming ning down a dog, than our grandmothers did
from German-French negotiations at the short dresses the first time they saw
for total collaboration in the Afri- them.
can campaign.
However, if HitSo in the final analyais then, life is what
ler should bo able to talk Petain we make of it. It is no harder or no easier
into letting him uae his African
than what our mind makes it. If we are sure
bases and the French navy the
the world is down on us, then there is no
United Natioaa will receive a new
doubt that we can find evidence to prove our
setback in thia theatre.
point.
But if we look at it with a more
In Russia the picture remained cheerful attitude then life is pretty easy for
jurt about the same with the Reds us all.
The complexities that exist are the
making new gains along the entire most part man made. And further they are
front Russian reports are to the
made in the minds of men. So remember, that
effect that many gun emplacements have been taken and that if you think we have it tough now, think how
whole division of reservists fresh hard it must have been for a cave man to
Life
from the French front have been kill an animal many times his site.
more complex? Sure.
routed in heavy fighting.
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Accepts Job

Frosh Squad Landismen Take On Carroll,
Cut To 14 By Heidelberg In League Play
Coach Marsh Cagers Must Break Four Game Losing Streak

Mermen To
Swim Scots
On Friday

By BETTY TOY

c >

The Swan Club will meat tonight
Paul E. Landis, bead basketball
at 7 p.m. in room 100 of the Wom- and golf coach, has accepted the
an's Building. All members are re- position of state direcor of health,
quested to be present.
physical education, recreation and
« »
safety in Ohio public schools.
Following tho sport* supper in Landis will leave the campus on
the Women's Building, March 4, at March |, to take up his new po8 p. m., the Girls' All-Star teams sition at a salary of (4,000 a
will close the intramural basket- year.
ball season. These teams will consist of the outstanding players of
both leagues. On Feb. 26, at 4
p. m. the two leading teams of
each league will battle it out for
top honors. The public is invited
to see these games.
c >
According to Marge Ripley.
president, the Ping Pong Club,
will travel to Heidelberg Saturday Otterbein And Wittenberg
Register One Point
for an inter-collegiate tournament.

Luckless Falcons
Drop Two Close
Games Last Week
Victories

c >

Students taking swimming have
an opportunity to make up abBowling Green's "luckless" Falsences on any Tuesday night from
cons saw two games swept away
7-8 p. m.
from them in the closing minutes
Double Breasted turn, sise 41, of play during the past week when
accessories for rent at reasonable they were handed a 44-43 defeat
price for Jr.-Sr. Phone 2452 or by Otterbein and a 46-45 beating
by Wittenberg.
By losing these
2631.
two games the Falcons' record
now stands at seven wins and
nine defeats.
Playing a nip-and-tuck game at
Otterbein, the Landismen tried to
pull a last-minute rally but the
Otters staved them off and won
TODAY AND THURS.
44-43. Led by Jim Welbaum, who
OPPORTUNITY CLUB
scored 12 points, the Tan and
CASH AWARD $235
Cardinal had to come from beFredric
Loretta
hind several times in order to win
MARCH
•
YOUNG
the game. Captain Jim Rule followed Welbaum in the Otterbein
scoring, marking up 11 points.
Mike Kish led the Falcons by
CO-FEATURE
pumping in 16 points to take highscoring honors of the game. Kish
'.TARGET FOR
found the loop for seven fielders
TONIGHT"
and two free throws while Doug
Actually filmed under
Myers followed with eight markAre by the R.A.F.
era. The game proved to be a
rough affair with two Falcons
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
and one Otterbein player being
put from the game due to fouls.
AMATF.UR SHOWS
featuring music by
Thirty-one fouls were called with
-KAMPUS KATS ORCH.'■
17 being charged to Bowling
Green.
WALLACE BEERY
In the Wittenberg game the
MARJORIE MAIN
LEWIS STONE in
Falcons also saw their lead topple and the Lutherans win 46-45
in the closing minute of play. Led
by Fisher, who counted 12 fielders and four free throws for 28
—Plus 2nd Hit—
points, the Lutherans were forced
Joan Blondell, Robert Benchley to come from behind to win after
holding the lead most of the game.
"THREE GIRLS
The Falcons started the scorABOUT TOWN"
ing by racking in three points but
Wittenberg, with Fisher doing the
MIDNIGHT SAT.
shooting, scored 10 straight points
SUN. — MON. — TUE.
to take a 10-3 lead. At half-time
Tracy's a sports writer named
the Lutherans led the Falcons 26Sam!
Kate's
a
highbrow
22 and kept adding to their lead
columnist named Teas! Laughs
during the first part of the secexplode all over the placeond halt. Ertley and Fox then
when they meet...in the picfound the range and the Falcons
of the
started to climb.
Year!
At one point the Falcons led
36-33 but Wittenberg tied the
score only to see the Falcons take
the lead again.
Leading 46-43
with one minute of play left, the
Falcons saw their lead and the
game slip from their hands when
Fisher counted a fielder and a
foul shot to win the contest.
Bob Ertley was the leading
Falcon scorer with 14 markers
while Kenny Roethlisberger tallied 12 points and Joe Fox 11.

"Bedtime Story"

"The Bugle
Sounds"

OFW«R

Plus
BUGS BONNY CARTOON
AND LATEST NEWS

LYRIC

Tall Squad Forecasted
For Varsity Next
Season

Clean Home Record Goes
On Block Against
Wooster

Ref istratioa sheets will be on the
bulletin board in the Woman's
Building for girls who are interested in playing badminton or table
tennis during the early spring season, lasting through the month of
March. Both sport* will be played
on Monday and Wednesday, or
Tuesday and Thuraday. A half semester credit for WAA will be
given for both sports. This is announced by Arlene Fisher, chairman.

Me

Federal
System

Reset-re

Bank of
Wood County

Coach Cox's mermen will
endeavor to remain unbeaten
in their list of home meets.
This week-end they will compete with the highly touted
Wooster swimming team.
The Scots, with eight lettermen back, will be the
toughest competition the Bowling
Green squad has met in a homo
meet.
Having been beaten only
by Oberlin and Kcnyon, the Wooster men are now rated third in
the conference.
There will be lots of competition in this meet. The medley relay will be a hard-fought duel.
The Scots have Duncan. Dunlap,
and Lessing in their combination.
In last year's conference meet,
they took third. The B. G. team
k< also well balanced with Paul
Stark doing the backstroke, Bill
Hardman the breaststroke, and
Bill Holiaepfel the free style.
In the dashes Danny Glenn and
Apple Gorbey will compete with
Westbrook and Green of the Scots.
Another event to watch will be
the 220 and 440-yard races. Miles,
of the Scots, is expected to break
the pool record in the latter event.
At Oberlin, against Richards, he
broke the 440-yard pool record.
Last year he placed third in the
conference.
In the backstroke, high-scoring
Paul Stark will compete against
Wooster's Duncan. In the breaststroke Bill Hardman will race
Duncan of the Scots.
In the diving it will be a close
contest between Bill Holiaepfel
and Wooster's Koran.
Bill has
proved that he has recovered from
double bounce dives by beating
Ohio University's Captain Ellcrman.
The meet will start at 8 p. m. in
the natatorium Friday. Students
will be admitted on their Ac
cards.

Boxing Tourney,
Relay Planned
Activities designed to promote
the recreational welfare of men
on the campus are still pouring
forth from the intramural office.
The office has announced schedules for several coming events.
The deadline for the completing
of competition in the foul shooting contests is Feb. 28 at noon.
The fouls may be shot on any of
the following dates: Feb. 23-2426 and 28.
Tentative planes for the boxing tournament has the dates set
at March 3, 4 and 5. Entries are
open in the 115, 126, 136, 146,
155, 166, 175 and. heavyweight
divisions. Medals are to be awarded to the winner and runner-up
in each division* and in addition
a trophy is to be awarded to the
house, fraternity or dorm winning; the most points. The opening bout of each night is scheduled to begin at 8.
The newest activity of the intramural department Is the
planned relay carnival which will
be held March 18. Entries close
March 16.

C. J. C. Review
Science Articles
Reviews of several recent articles on vitamins, a summary of
the dietetic significance of vitamins, and a brief film on aluminum are included in the program
for the meeting of the Chemical
Journal Club tonight.
The reviews will be given by Dondus
Berndt, Lucille Jump and Esther
Burner, all of whom are Home
Economies majors and members
of the Chemical Journal Club.
The film on aluminum is one
produced by the Film Unit of the
Office for Emergency Management. It traces the importation
of the bauxite ore and the subse
quent chemical processes which
convert this ore to aluminum.
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To End Season With 500 Record; Prince's
Contest Carded For Tiffin

Seeking three straight wins in order to finish with a
winning season, the Falcons will attempt to gain two of
Fourteen freshman basket- them this coming week when they play John Carroll here
ball aspirants, eight or 10 of tonight and travel to Tiffin to play Heidelberg Tuesday.
whom are prospective memJohn Carroll, coached by Tom Conley, has won but
bers for the varsity squad for three games in 11 starts this season while the Falcons have
next year, have survived the managed seven wins in 17 at-4^^final cuts on Fred Marsh's tempts. Carroll has won ovcrl
Fenn, Case, and Ashland while
freshman basketball team.
The men on the selected list losing to Kent, Wooster, Baldwinare as follows: Melvin Albertson, Wallace, Mt. Union. Akron, Great
Harley Ash, Rodger Phillips, Mark Lakes Naval Station, Western ReWelker, Walter Hymu, John Leon- serve, and Baldwin-Wallace in a
ard, Bob Beattie, Joe Brown, Rob- return game.
Handicapped
In conference play, the Blue Whittaker
ert Panning, Bob Might, George
By Lack Of Seasoned
Burholter, Bob Haines, Cliff Dus- I Streaks have won two games and
lost five. Coach Conley, former
Tracksters
sel and Dick Slusser.
The average height of the squad Notre Dame star, has a veteran
team
at
his
command.
One
of
the
The Falcon thinclads have begun
this year is 6 feet 2 inches. The
altitude" average might have leading men on the team is Cap- practice for the coming season.
tain
Frank
Talty,
long-shot
ace,
With only four lettermen returnbeen lower, hud it not been for
"Big Walt Hyma," a Findlay boy, who has been playing plenty of ing so far. Coach Bob Whittaker
basketball
for
tho
Blue
Streaks.
has had to start from scratch to
who towers 6 feet 4* inches.
Fred Fanelly, senior forward, build up a team for the strong
His height should be of grent valis
ulso
a
big
cog
in
the
Conley
competition
to be met this year.
ue under the basket, to the varmachine. Last year Fanelly tossed The four lettermen still to run the
sity in the future.
132 points through the loop for oval for the Orange and Brown
There are several yearling eugers who have won various awards second high-scoring honors on the are Ralph Boroff, miler; Emil
in the state competition. Among team. Coach Conley's chief loss Ihnat, weight-lifter; Bill Primrose,
this season was John Freedman,
hurdler, and Jay Parker, miler.
these are Rodger Phillips and
rangy center, who lust year led
The first meet of the indoor
Harley Ash.
the Blue Streuk scoring by whipRodger Phillips, a Cridersville ping in 270 points, and earning a season was at Fort Wayne Saturday. The McConnel Athletic Club
product in the 6-foot class, was position on the All Big Four.
the second high scorer in the
Other veteruns on the Curroll is the next foe on February 28.
state last year, and was an all- quintet arc Neal Carroll, Bemie The inter-class meet and the FreshOhio center on the class "B" Brysh, Jod Dempsey, and Bill man-Varsity meet follow on March
tournament team at Columbus.
Corbctt.
One of the highlights 12 and 19 respectively. The first
Harley Ash is from Bowling of the Carroll season was their intercollegiate meet is on March
Green. Harley was an "All Buck- gumc with Great Lukes Naval 24 when the Findlay fleetatera
eye" man, and was also the cap- Training Station in the Public come here. The indoor season ia
closed with the contest with Obertain on his high school team.
Hall in Cleveland.
Joe Brown, a basket swisher
Last year the Falcons were lin, here.
Since there are only four exdeluxe, from Alvordton, is mak- handed a 37-36 defeat by the
ing a fine show for himself. Joe Clevelanders in a game at John perienced men on the squad, Coach
Whittaker issues a call for freshwas also a high point man ut the Carroll.
Northwestern Track Tournament
On Tuesday the Falcons travel man or upperclassman who has
lust year. Bob Beattie, who also to Heidelberg to meet Coach Ted had any track experience to relearned basketball with Harley Turney's Student Princes. The port for practice.
The men who huve reported
Ash at B.G., is proving to he an Falcons already hold a 67-50 vietory over the Hilltoppers and will!"""1 are working out for positions
important cog on the squad.
Dick Slusser, a sophomore be seeking their second win over on the squad follow: Bill Regnier,
transfer student from the Univer- this quintet. In their last meet- dushes; Ralph Boroff, mile; Don
sity of Akron, won his numerals ing the Hilltoppers were paced by Campbell, hurdles, shot, high
on the "frosh" team there. Bob Jack Spreadbury, who scored 25 jump; Larry Cramer, mile relay
and high jump; Bill Davis and
Panning received his basketball points.
Since their last game with the Clair Forrest, half-mile; Emil
experience at Hamler.
Toledo's
contributions to the tenm are: Falcons the Hilltoppers have lost Ehnat, weights; Ralph Klein, dashMelvin Albertson of Clay High the services of Spreadbury, whoies; Dick Lowry, dashes; John
and Mark Welker of Toledo was declared ineligible. Spread-1 Phillips, pole vault; Bill Primrose,
bury was one of the leading point-j high hurdles; Ben Tenwalde, halfWaitc.
mile.
The remaining five suits will mukcrs on the team.
Bud Yaple, pole vault and high
be filled by Bob Might, Fostoria;
jump; Al Shindler, high jump and
Bob Haines, a Tiffin product;
John Leonurd, Mt. Vernon; Cliff Coach Marsh Breaks Toe weights; John Crits, shot and disDussel, M a u m e e, and George In Rough Handball Play cus; Dean Fogle, shot and dashes;
Irvin McCann, mile and shot; ElBurkholter, a newcomer this seFred Marsh, freshman coach at mer McDonnell, mile and halfmester from Bluffton.
Bowling Green State University, mile; Bill O'Shaughnessy, halfis limping as a result of a broken mile; Rolland Reichenbach, dashbone in the middle toe of his left es; Ned Robinson, half-mile;
Charles Wilson, shot; Pete Popofoot .
The bone was broken in a two- vich, low hurdles; Frank McCoy,
Feb. 28 McConnel A.C.
man collision during a handball! quarter-mile. and Jay Parker,
March 12—Inter-class Meet
I mile.
game.
March IB—Varsity-Frosh Meet
March 24—Findlay (here)
March 30—Oberlin (here)
April 11 — Baldwin-Wallace
FOR THE
(bar.)
April 18—At Miami
April 21—At Ohio Wesleyan
April 26—Mount Union and
Muskinium (here)
April 29—At Findlay
May 2—Northwestern Ohio College Meet (here)
individually styled
May 9— At Kent
May 15-16—Ohio Conference
Meet at Oberlin

Falcon Thinclads
Begin Practices
For Spring Season

Fred Fenelly (top) end Frank
Talty (bottom) wil leed the Blue
Streaks against the Falcons tonight at 7 p.m. Talty it captain
of Tom Conley's lads. Fanelly is
the Streak's leading scorer.

Matmen, Mermen
Split With Ohio U.
Friday and Saturday found the
Falcon athletes engaging in two
contests on the local campus, winning one and dropping one. Competition in both cases was furnished by the Bobcats of Ohio
University.
The victory came Friday when
the Falron swimmers splashed to
a 44-31 victory over the Green
and White mermen. The setback
MUM the following night when the
Brown and Orange grnpplera were
swamped by a 32-40 count by the
Bobcat matmen.
In the swimming meet the Falcons took six first places and
four seconds. The victory came
in the last event as the Falcons
won the 400-yard relay. The outcome of the meet rested upon the
seven points given to the winner
of the relay and had the Bobcats
come in first in that event, they
would have won 38-37.
Stark, Gorbey and Holiaepfel
proved the Falcons' chief asset.
Stark set a new non-conference
murk in the backstroke for the
local pool as he churned the
course in 1:49.6.
Gorbey grabbed first places in
both the 50 and 100-yard free
style events, while Holzaepfel continued to show victorious form aB
he edged Ellerman, the Bobcat
captain, in the springboard event.
The gloomier side of the weekend came Saturday when the local grapplers tangled with the
Bobcats of Ohio U.
Winners of nine of 12 matches,
losing meets only to Ohio State,
Franklin-Marshall Indians, Coach
Olson and his men proved too
strong for the locals as they won
32-0.
The Bobcats garnered points in
every match and as the meet continued the crowd witnessed nothing more than a series of Falcon
eliminations. Wrestling for the
Falcons were Stanford, Wilhelm,
Hackett, Bates, Barnes, Kunch,
Ebenhack and Martin.
The grapplers wind up their
card for this season next Wednes
day when they entertain the Findlay Oilers on the local mats. The
Glandermen will be after their
fourth win this season. The Oilers already hold a victory over
the Falcons which they won at
Findlay Feb. 3.

Track Schedule

Jr. -Sr. Prom
CORSAGES

Dr. H. C. Litherland, director
of student teaching at Bowling
Green State University, participated Saturday in a symposium
at the winter meeting of the Ohio
1'nil Supervisors of Student
Teaching at Columbus.

Member Federal Deposit
inaaranct Cory.

Friday-Saturday
Matinee 2:15 Sat.
TIM HOLT in

The Bandit Trail
Sunday, open 2:15
WILLIAM GARGAN
IRENE HERVEY in

Bombay Clipper

CALLING
FEBRUARY
with its
ICE AND SNOW
CHERRY PIE
CHERRY ICE CREAM
CHERRY SUNDAES A SODAS

HOLLAND DAIRY
STORE

Rtfular DeLaxe Dry
Cleaning Serrice

75c

TO

LEITMAN'S

Cleaners 8c Tailors
Arrow Shirt.

ALL STUDENTS

Dobb* rUu

Help National Defense by
returning your used wire
heng-ere.

You sons* In Ice-cold Coca-Cola a Hilng that It good — a
pure, wholesome drink with tho quality of genuine goodness. Coca-Cola delights your fast*, gratifies your thirst and

ROGERS BROS.
Sodas
Sundaes
Milk Shakes

leaves you happily rofrothod.
somio

You trust its quality

UNBII

Aumosnv

OF

mi

COCA-CCXA

COMPANY

SV

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF TOLEDO
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BEE GEE NEWS

HANKEY LUMBER
CO.
Roofing - Lumber - P«i»t
• nd Hardware

Spatial prico* for fr-ternily
and aororltj parties and

ISALY'S
CENTRAL MEN'S
SHOP & DRY
CLEANING
Wilson Shirt.
1S3 S. Main

Adam Hats
Ph. 3051

Have that dressed up look
We repair and dry clean
any garment

GREINER SHOP
143 W. Wooster

EAT . . .

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato Chips
On any occaaion

CET THE BEST
at the

GIANT HAMBURG

Coats

Dresses

KESSE'S
McCallum Hosiery
Sweaters
Blouses
Skirts

Try

MUIR'S
for a good HOME
COOKED MEAL.
163 N. Main Street

sjPK
Prompt service for all
your dairy needs . . .

Model Dairy
PHONE 4441
This coupon and 65c present t'd with order, will clean and
press a suit, topcoat, plain
dress, or ladies' coat.

HOME LAUNDRY
And Dependable Cleaners
116 W. Wooster Good any day

PRICES AND FOOD
RIGHT
at

Harvey's
Restaurant
128 W. Woo.ter

Freshman-Sophomore Party
Scheduled Saturday At Nest
Get-together For Non-Prom Goers To Feature
Entertainment, Dancing, Refreshments;
Nickelodeon Is Friday Night

llTS TRUE!

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY IS, IMS
By Wiley

KATHARINE HEPBURN**,
AS A NEWS COLUMNIST
IN MSM. 'WOMAN Of TH£
yEAR-, SKAtt SPANISH, RUSSIAN ,
FKNCH. SLOVENIAN, CHINESE,
GREEK. yiOPlSH AND
ENGLISH -• A REAL
TONGUf-TWISriN

By DOROTHY SALISBURY
Since the upperclassmen, dressed in soup and fish, will
be tripping: the light fantastic to the music of Herbie Miller
and his orchestra Saturday night, the social committee and
Jean Fish, manager of the Falcon's Nest, have cooked up
something: special for the freshman and sophomores. Juniors and seniors who are not planning: to attend the Prom

are also included in the fun.
The special event is in the form
of a party in the Nest. Entertainment will include games, danc
ing and a floor show, and of
course refreshments will be provided to satisfy the inner man.
In fact this is beginning* to look
like it might be a good idea to
skip the formal shindig and join
the gang at the Neat.
Friday night? Well, Friday
there will be a nickleodian in the
Rec Hall after the swim meet.
Looks like a big week-end.

At tha meeting of Kappa Dalta
Pi tonight, there will be a panel
discussion by students, who have
been doing off-campus teaching
the past two weeks.
Mildred Wolf will discuss the
attitude of students and the administration ; Ileta Krieger will
talk on the greatest value derived
from off-campus teaching; Ruth
Meek, extra-curricular activities;
Richard Camp, study hall, homeroom, and humorous classroom experiences; Alvin Vaith, help from
Tha Alpha Phi Epoilon sorority the critic; and Dondus Bemdt on
will observe open house Sunday at possible improvements in the offits first annual tea for all faculty campus teaching program.
members and students.
Tha Phi Alpha Chi at a meat
Plans were made at the last
meeting for the tea which is to ing at the Falcon's Nest, Feb. 11,
be in the Rec Hall. Lee Mallas is held their semester election of ofgeneral chairman for the tea. ficers. The following were electOther committee members are ed: President, Charles Ritz; vicePhyllis Tekanic and lone Silli- president, Joe Clague; secretary,
man, invitations; Elizabeth My- Gene Eckels; treasurer, Arthur Five Sisters Hold
ers and Pauline Ulrey, decora- Lang; corresponding secretary,
Sweetheart
tions; Betty Hornyak and Caro- Ted King, and publicity manager,
lyn Greulick, refreshments, and Jim Ludwick,
An estimated
couples were
Graduation announcements
Kuth Lesser, publicity.
The fraternity decided to canStudents are cordiully invited el all plans for a bulletin for se- on hand Saturday night for the H»""daw "«t 1»«" ^»> •• «• «!»
Sorority _ ,annual Sweetheart
Five Sorority's
_. ..
.
to attend the tea.
niors graduating in accounting. Swing.
As-you-like-it music was]"01"1** ™ the We"' ««ording to
The sentiment was that jobs were provided by Jack Elton and his QuentiVi Bowers, senior class presiTha marriafa of Ruth Allison so plentiful in the accounting
orchestra from Elyria.
dent. In addition, name cards may
and Allan Davidson took place at field that it would be unnecesThe Women's Gym was decorat- also be ordered at that time. Paythe home of the bride at Bellcvuc sary to advertise the fact.
ed in the Valentine theme. Hearts
on Saturday. Miss Allison, a sewith the names of prominent cam- ment for both cards and announcenior, is a Las Amigas member,
pus couples were hung around the ments must be made in advance,
Defense
bonds
will
replace
troand Mr. Davidson is a Commoner,
gym.
Most of these had disap- at the time of ordering.
The sorority gave its large in- phies here May 1 at an invita- peared before the evening was
Three types of announcements
tional
horse
show
for
coeds
of
formal party Tuesday night, using
over. A large heart with the will bo available. The first, which
midwestern colleges.
national defense as its theme.
The adult admission fee will be words Sweetheart Swing on it is a plain simple announcement,
Chairmen of the party were: Kay
formed the backdrop for the band. is priced at 16 cents each. The
Smith, invitations; Cecilia Rohrs, a 50-cent defense stamp, accordChaperons for the affair were second, with heavy paper cover
ing
to
H.
G.
Heddcn
of
the
Hedentertainment, and Jean MerscMr. and Mrs. J. W. Bunn and Mr. and six pages including a picture
den
School
of
Riding.
He
said
rcau, refreshments.
of the Falcon's Nest, list of gradthe show will be the first of its and Mrs. M. B. Cox.
Helen Fashbaugh was general uates, class officers, and commitkind in this part of the country.
chairman.
tees, is 35 cents each. The third
Tha Commoneri' fraternity preform includes all the features of
sented its annuul "Capers of 1042
Francis Ruth and Bruca Eslarto the student body this morning
Arthur F. Schalk, Jr., who look the second and is bound with a
in convocation. Joe Clague was ly, editor and business manager a leave of absence Feb. 1 from leather cover. This last type will
cast in the lead role for the per- of The Key, were in Chicago last his work as an instructor in Busi- cost 60 cents apiece.
formance which was directed by week-end to complete details for ness Education at Bowling Green
Dick Jaynes.
Dave Kroft, Max the book.
State University, has been named
Patricia Pratt, junior from
They visited the Jahn A Oilier acting chief of the Retread Sec- Bridgeport, O., was in Cleveland
Hanke, and Hugh Nott wrote the
script, and Hugh Nott acted, as Engraving Co. and the Molloy tion of the Office of Price Admin- last week to attend a state meetstage manager for the production. plant, where they approved the istration at Washington. His title ing of the Ninety-Niners, women
The Commoners' are making cover.
is Price Executive.
airplane pilots club.
plans for their annual spring formal, to be held March 14. President Horvath is considering committees for the spring hop, and
they will be announced in the
near future. Johnny Fails, fraternity intramural manager, reports outstanding success from
the bowling team.
Tha Sevan Sister sorority got
final plans for rushing this week
with the return of the senior members, who were out practice-teaching. These were T-'lmcda Fledderjohann, Ruthnnnn Fridley, Janet
Parent, Anne Mason, Helen Sturgeon, Dondus Berndt, Murgaret
Wilson, and Dorothy Buck.
Phyllis St-ofield has been in the
infirmify till week with flu.
News from the Seven Sister's
alumna this week is that Ruth
Baxter is to be married March 6.

Harold W.
Hagemeyer

EXTRA MILD.

140 E. Wooster St.

AND THE FLAVOR
IS SWELL

Phone 2781
No Waiting

By GRACE PIETSCHMAN
Inter-Sorority Council voted to
have informal rush parties all
this week and next. Previous to
this ruling, sororities were allowed
to give parties the first four weeks
of each semester. During; these
two weeks, girls who are interested in joining; a sorority and have
a 2.2 scholastic standing will be
invited to parties given by the
sororities on campus. The prospective rushees are urged to accept as many informal party invitations as they receive. In this
way, they will become acquainted
with all the sororities and their
members.
Formal rush week will start the
fifth week of this semester. By
this time the rushee should know
which sorority they would like to
join, but if for tome reason there
is a doubt between two sororities
it is permissable to go to both formal dinners.
Silent period will start midnight
Saturday of the fifth week until
preference slips have been signed
Monday of the sixth week. During this silent period sorority
members and rushees are not permitted to communicate in any way
except to speak cordially if they
should meet.
A violation of this ruling may
suspend a sorority girl from her
sorority for the remainder of the
semester.

Fraternity dance win he either
March 21 or April IT, Dan Mason, president of the Inter-Fraternal Council disclosed today.
Mr. Mason has written to the
booking companies in regard to an
orchestra, and n student poll will
be conducted to determine what
price the students wish to pay
for the dance. If a $700- orchestra is obtained, the price of the
dance will be 13 a couple and if
a $460 orchestra is hired, the cost
will be |2 a couple.
Plans also are being made to
make the affair a spring homecoming-, inviting back student
alumni of the University.
Prof. L'ptoa Palmer, head of
the speech department, will address the Commercial Club at
Deshler next Monday.
Bob Berardi. sophomore from
Sandosky. will play several accordian noaabers during the program.

Victor
Bluebird
Columbia
Okeh
Decca

RECORDS
always the newest
and best selections at

The Lion Store

Prof. E. C. Powell of the industrial arts department will address Masonic fathers and sons
at Lima tonight on "A Father'sEye View of Washington, D. C."

149 N. Main

Ph. 6561

Flowers ..
for the
JR.-SR. PROM

BRIGHAM'S

N. S. CROSBY

WE DELIVER
174 S. Main
Ph. 2931

W .Wooster St.

t»e

Income Tax Service

—Don't Delay

Rushing Parties Proceeds
Silent Period; Bids
Out March 2

THE SMOKE'S THE THING!
YOU BET
I SMOKE CAMELS.
THEY'RE EASY ON
MY THROAT..

HAVE YOU FILED
YOUR INCOME
TAX?

Sorority Rushing Council Considers
Begins With New Dates For Dance
Rules In Effect Tentative date for the Inter-
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Evenings by appointment

For the

Jr.-Sr. Prom
get your girl a

Grilled.

Hot Dogs
COMBINATION
SANDWICHES

WHITEHOUSE
HAMBURGER SHOP

R. 1. Reyaolds
Tobacco Co.,
WUSMOO-Salesn.
North CaroUaa

CORSAGE

c»He,

at

KL01TS
FLOWER FARM
Napoleon Road
Phone 2533

CAMEL

THE CIGARETTE OF
COSTLIER TOBACCOS

iS^s^'1

